
Mark Pilfold and Brian Parker discuss  “The Selection, Management and 
Use of MEWPs”.

When selecting a MEWP you need to consider the task in hand: what is the area 
like? Can the ground support the wheel loadings and gross weight of the 
MEWP? Some bigger MEWPs can actually impose up to 80% of the full weight 
on one wheel or outrigger. Subterranean hazards may well collapse and give way.

You also need to consider overhead hazards as there are many different types. 
Power lines with lower voltages can be confused with telephone wires. Check 
plans, consult with councils and get it right.

There are over 800 MEWPs in the GCC, with many different manufacturers’ 
types and models. Some have only indoor capabilities whereas others are only 
for outdoor use. When an employee has passed an IPAF course for MEWPs, the 
challenge then is to be aware of the different types of machines available. He/she 
may have been trained on a 6 metre electric boom type and a 4 metre electric 
scissor – or on a 45ft diesel boom and a 50ft diesel scissor. The differences could 
be vast so MEWP familiarisation on the specific machine they will be operating 
is vital. Familiarisation for operators and emergency standby personnel on the 
emergency lowering controls should also be provided.
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Selection of MEWPs

Exiting the platform at height
MEWPs are designed specifically to lift people, not to be used to transfer 
people from one level to another or for people to exit the basket at height. 
If you must exit at height, strict control is required and a specific risk assessment
must be carried out as part of the planning.



Emergency and rescue plans
A rescue plan should be in place which identifies nominated trained personnel who are site based and on the 
ground. They should be able to:

• Lower the platform
• Not panic under pressure
• Understand the controls and MEWP dynamics
• Be included in the familiarisation of the machine
• Have the opportunity to practice emergency rescue drills.

The rescue plan should also contain call out details of a service engineer who is competent and authorised to 
lower a machine in the event of a malfunction.
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To find out more about how we can help you with all your Work at Height needs; hiring, training 
or buying powered access visit our website www.accessrental-gulf.com
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